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1. On Wednesday 16th February, 1983 the Revolutionary
Communist Party (RCP) held a public meeting at the
Rotherhithe Civic Centre as part of the election campaign
of their candidate, Fran EDEN, in the Bermondsey By-
Election. Attended by an audience of approximptely eighty
people the meeting began at 7.30pm and ended at 9.30pm.
At least two thirds of those present displayed themselves
as suppoiters of the RCP. There was no disorder or untoward
incident.

2. Phil MURPHY, chairman for the evening, introduced
the audience to the two platform speakers: Fran EDEN and
Michael FREEMAN. Unfortunately, he said, the spokesman
for Provisional Sinn Fein who had been scheduled to address
the meeting was unable to attend. Nevertheless, he
emphasised, the meeting would still be dealing with the
Irish situation. The mashing of the Prevention of
Tel:rorism Act was an important part of Fran EDHLI's election
campaign. He promised the audience an interesting meeting.
In spite of there being sixteen candidates to choose from
in the Bermondsey By-Election there was only one real
alternative to a crumbling Labour Party: the party of the
future, the Revolutionary Communist Party.

274.

Michael .010. 4 introduced as the editor of 'The No
Step', the monthly newspaper of the RCP, spoke :!.rticulate

- if not dynamically, an the nature of the Revolutionary
Communist Party. Approaching, as we were, MarxIs centenary,
it was important to realise that the RCP was the only party
in Britain today that fully realised the importance of
Marx's theory of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat'.
The RCP would put this theory into practice. There was on:
simple routs, to the establishment of a genuine tworkere
democracy': to break the paralysinc grip of an impotent
Labour Party on the working classes. Even the left wing
of the Labour Party had no distinct theory of capitalism.
Their naive belief that workers' interests could be
defended by economic reforms was cruely expo Labour's
period of office between 1974 and 1979. Ar° innAmA.- -mw*Inea

•

4. FimAIT turned o deal with the Irish question. He
was quite blunt. The IRA and those other groups fighting
for the freedom of the Irish people posed the biggest threat
to the 2ccurity of the British ruling clans. As such, and ;
if for no other reason, they should be given every support
by the working classes of Britain whose aim was the overthrow
of the ruling class. At the present time the RCP was lending
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t's 'weight to the Irish Solidarity Movement an, the

14104,1
owing campaign for the repeal of the Prevention of,
errorism Act. Po pointed out that the threat o
exclusion, contained in the Lot, was a powerful wea
for silencing the clAnnents of imperialism inside Brit
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. Britain, he said, was in the deepest capitalist
recession for fifty years. This crisis could not be
resolved in the sphere of economic policy. There were
no technical solutions to the crisis of imperialism.
This was what the Labour Party was always afraid to admit.

e whole of the British left was in disarray and only one
party offered a clear way forward: the RCP. lie sat

.to a modest an apectful round of applause

. Fran EIT5 dealt with the domestic concerns of
ermondsey. She claimed to have a lot more to offer
tors than Peter TATCTITML, her only serious rival. One
f her main objectives was to provide decent facilities
or the women of Bermondeey; these included 'abortion ,

demand' and 'twenty four hour nurseries'. The Labour
cord in Bermondsey spoke for itself; it was a disaeter.
e was offering the workers of Bermondsey a real
ternative; a way forward; a chance to take control of

their own future. Peter TATCHELL could now be seen lkol
towing' to the toothless Labour Party hierachy;if elected
e would prove to be just as •.tent aa any other Labour 1.1P
der an inflexible Party 1,4

• either was e at ral Iri :tion
ith the voters of Bermondsey. It was only under tho grip
f the local Labour Party that the electorete of Bermondsey
' ceased to voice their opinions on major political, issues.
t was worth remembering, she suggested, that shortly before
e First World War the workers of Bermondsey had taken to
e streets in protest at the treatment of an Irish suspect
ld in Brixton prison. This was the kind of positive
tion that the RCP would initiate in Bermondsey if she,

EDEN, was elected.

• EDENts apeech, more forceful than fluent, was wa
.ceived by the audience. Phil MURPHY proceeded to ask -

Judy HARRIS07 to etep forward to the platform and deal wi
the matter of funding the election campaign. -

eeeee

HARRISON claimed that action eampa gn
proceeding apace. A huge vote for Fran ED: N was
Onfidently expected. It was clear that their various
/tenants were amazed at the size and nature of the RCP's
campaign. They had the best posters in Bermondsey and the
most energetic set of workers. However, the campaign was
oetine e lot of money, and, contrary to popular belief
e RCP did not have access to vest sums of 'Moscow Gold'.
e asked those present to contribute eenerously to the fund.
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In fact, a total of £96 was collected from the
audience.

10. Next,Phil MURPHY took questions from the
floor. The first man to address the chair can be
identified as : Privacy an Irishman,
who called for the RCP to grasp the nettle of real
'street action' along the lines of the Irish struggle.
It was necessary to fight the ruling class an the
streets. His point was subsequently dealt with by
Michael 1 who patiently explained that the first
priority was to replace the Labour Party as the true
voice of the working class.

11. MURPHY was careful to call on known members
of the RCP to ask questions of the chair. Privacy :
Privacy Privacy and Privacy each posed as
'interested- members of th paillATC-1-:1d framed suitable
questions for Michael FREEVAN and Fran =V to answer.
In marked contrast, three unidentified members of
the Worker° Party sought desperately to be allowed to
speak. Ultimately, they were able to express their
pro-Soviet views. FREEMAN dealt with them disdainfully -
describing them as the Lady BIHDWOODs of the left.

12. MURPHY woed up an enthusiastic meeting by
calling on thoce present to help with canvassing on
behalf of the PeeAy. He urged everyone to attend a
'motorcade' on turday 19th February, Which would
begin at ham at the Elephant and Castle; coinciding
(though he made no mOntion of it) with the start of
a planned Labour Party march to Downing Street.
AdOItionally, supporters were reminded to attend the
S ee Road Library on Thursday, 17th February, 1983

7.30pm where Fran EMI would be taking part in a
CND debate.

13. All persons present dispersed quietly and,
in the main, reconvened in the Albion Public House
near by.

Submitted:

3

R. A. Lambert
Detective Constable

Chief Inspector
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APPENDIX

o Special Branch report dated 18th February, 1983 concorninj an ,
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